
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Provider: LATICRETE International Inc. (J-037)     

Program:  Enhanced Performance Installation Systems for Thin Adhered Masonry Veneer (AMV) 

 
Program #: AIA-20  Credits: AIA HSW  SD  Length:  60 - 90 Minutes  
       
Description:   
This CEU will focus on new installation methods, substrates, and air barrier options for thin Adhered Masonry Veneer (Thin Brick, 
Manufactured Stone, and Thin Cut Natural Stone) exterior façade finishes. Standards development and code compliance will be 
discussed. Legislation for improved energy efficiency and the effects on core and shell design will be presented. Attendees will gain an 
overall understanding of some of the new building envelope construction methods and will develop a better understanding of the 
influence of energy efficient design on construction trends. 

Learning Objectives:  

At the end of the program, the participant will be able to: 

1) Understand the design principles and products related to thin adhered masonry veneer.  
2) Compare and contrast the traditional versus new technology installation systems to adhere thin veneer products to the 

exterior façade of a building.   
3) Review standards development and code compliance for adhered masonry veneers. 
4) Develop a better understanding of how the green trend is affecting core and shell design, and the future requirements for 

incorporating energy efficiency into structures.  
5) Analyze the cost comparison between traditional methods and new technology installation methods for adhered masonry 

veneers. 

Approach: 

A highly visual powerpoint presentation that incorporates photo images, and computer animation will be used. There will be a 
questions and answer period at the end of the program, however, the program is designed to be interactive, and questions are 
encouraged throughout as well. 

A/V Needed: 

Electric power, projector and a screen, video system or blank wall for the PowerPoint presentation. (The CES facilitator will 
provide the laptop). 

Target Audience: 

Architects, Engineers, Specifiers, Owners, and other Design Professionals in the commercial, residential, and industrial 
markets. 

Cost:  Not Applicable. There is no fee for bringing this program into a firm or chapter meeting. 
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